Get Packing

A

ccording to Riana Meyer, the
West Rand’s Chata Romano
senior image consultant and
our how-to girl, for many
of us it is an all-too-familiar scenario
… men are being bemused by the
amount of clothes a woman can cram
into a suitcase. “I don’t know about you
but when I used to pack my suitcase
for a holiday I packed for two – myself
and ‘just in case’! And to make matters
worse, I watched in amazement
how hubby grabs a few items from
his wardrobe, tosses it in a bag and
announces he is all set and ready to go!
I mean, really? But let’s face it ladies,
we’ve all done it – pack four pairs of
trousers or shorts and then only wear
one pair all holiday. Honestly, what
percentage of what you pack do you
actually wear?
“So, let’s not commit the cardinal sin
of over-packing this coming school
holiday, or ever again. We should wear
at least 80 per cent of what we pack. Yes,
you read that correctly, it is possible!
We all can manage the art of packing
successfully if we do it systematically.”
A few well-chosen accessories, rather
than extra outfits will go a long way and
keep you prepared for any unexpected
occasion. Think fancy sandals, a
beautiful scarf, a smart belt or some
fashion jewellery. This can give any
outfit some oomph or give a basic outfit
a completely different look.

It is helpful to have the
following handy:

Excess baggage?

We all know that last-minute holiday panic that consists of ten tops, four pairs of trousers,
six pairs of shoes and a drawer full of make-up versus one, modest-sized suitcase.
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• To-do-list, especially if you are
travelling abroad.
• Packing list – this should include
toiletries, travel adaptors, chargers,
medicine, jewellery and essentials such
as passports and visas/ ID, airline tickets,
credit cards, foreign currency and any
other relevant documentation.
“Every time I go away I actually print
out my lists to ensure I remember
everything – be it for an overnight
business trip or a two-week holiday. This
eliminates the stress of having forgotten
something important!”
Before you start transferring clothes
from your wardrobe to your suitcase
there are a few very important
questions you should ask yourself:
Where am I going?
How long will I be away?
Smart or casual?
Once you have answered these
questions you are ready to start packing.

For holidays you generally need to
pack mostly casual and only a small
percentage of smart and/ or evening
clothes, depending on the nature of
your trip. If you are going on a boat
cruise for instance, find out what the
dress code is for evening dining.

Remember these few basic
principles before you reach
for the wardrobe:

• Pack only what you need and nothing
more. Each piece of clothing you pack
should go with at least three other items
you are taking. This also applies to the
outfit you are travelling in. Essentially,
make everything work for you.
• Pack for the type of trip you are going
on.
• Pack for the appropriate season.
• Pack the correct colours, styles and
proportions for your individual body
shape and your skin tone.
• Pack more tops and fewer bottoms;
more plains and fewer prints. Don’t
duplicate. Remember, you can do more
with separates you can mix and match
than with dresses. Pack a combination
of warm, cool and basic colours.
Lay out everything you want to pack on
the bed, including your accessories, so
that you can see what you are packing.
Style each outfit to come up with a
mini-capsule holiday wardrobe.
Start with a two-piece suit (be it smart
or casual) in a basic colour, for instance
stone, grey, navy or black. Now add your
other basic bottoms, followed by tops –
the plain ones first and then the prints.
Add your underwear, bathrobe and
towel. Pack your shoes and accessories
last. Pack your cosmetics and perfumes
in a separate toiletry bag to ensure

that leaking bottles won’t damage
your clothes. Make sure you wear your
‘heaviest’ boots and pack your lightest
flip flops. Not only will you save space
in your suitcase, you’ll also save on
baggage allowance if you are flying.
“If you pack this way you are guaranteed
to fit everything into a travel bag and
you won’t need that huge suitcase
anymore! A sure bet for your husband’s
admiration and a great way to start your
holiday!”

Why not get a Chata
Romano Packing Chart?

27 completely different packing capsules showing you what to pack and
how to pack for:
· Business, Leisure or Business/ Leisure
· Summer, Winter or Summer/ Winter
· 2 days, 1 week or 3 weeks
Your Packing Chart also shows you
how to:
· Eliminate the ‘just-in-case’ scenario
· Create the maximum number of outfits with the minimum items packed
Also available for men.
Packing Charts are R190, visit www.
chataromano.com/packing-charts/

Need assistance?

If you could ask anything
about style or fashion to our
how-to girl Riana Meyer,
what would it be? Post your
questions on our facebook
page (Get It Joburg West).
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